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A PROBLEM ON A GEOMETRIC PROPERTY OF LEMNISCATES

J. S. HWANG

Abstract. Let R3 be the Eulcidean space and let pn be the product defined by

Pn(W, Wk) = n;_,| W - Wk\, W, Wk e R3, where \W - Wk\ is the distance be-

tween W and Wk. Let C(n) be the class of all such products with the same degree

n. For any product p, we call E{p) = {W: p( W) < 1} the lemniscate of p. We

recently proved that if pn( W, Wk) and /»*( W, W¡) are two products in C(n) such

that £(/>„) Q E(pj¡), and if all zeros Wk of p„ lie on the same plane, then/>„ =p*.

We then asked whether this result is sharp. In this note, we answer this question in

the affirmative sense.

Let W = (wx, w2, w3) and Wk = (wkx, wk2, wk3) be points in the Euclidean space

R3 and let | W — Wk\ be the distance between W and Wk. Denote by C(n) the class

of all products pn of the same degree n defined by

n

Pn(W, wk)=  II I w - Wk\,       W, Wk G R3.
k=l

For any product/», we call E(p) = {W: p(W) < 1} the lemniscate of/». Recently

in [1], we proved the following

Theorem 1. Let p„(W, Wk) and p*(W, W^) be two products in C(n) such that

E(pn) G E(p*). If all zeros Wk of pn lie on the same plane, then /»„ =/»*.

This theorem describes an important property of lemniscates of products in C(n).

For any /» in C(n), we say that its lemniscate E(p) is extremal if it cannot be

contained in any other lemniscate E(p*), p* E C(n). With this term, the above

theorem says that if all zeros of a product /» lie on the same plane then E(p) is

extremal. As was remarked in [1, p. 347], this theorem can be extended from R3 to

R". However, problems of this kind essentially need to be considered in R3.

On the other hand, if all zeros of /» with two exceptions he on the same plane

then the theorem is no longer true; see our example in [1]. We then ask whether

this theorem is still true if all zeros of p with one exception lie on the same plane. In

other words, whether this theorem is sharp with regard to the number of excep-

tional points. In this note, we shall answer this question in the affirmative sense by

the following construction.
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Theorem 2. Let 0 < a < 1 be fixed, e > 0 sufficiently small, and

p2+x{W, a, eei2k^n) = [w2 + w\ + (w3 - a)2]

TT 17                   2M2^/              •   2lar\   ±    2
11    I w, - e cos-J   + I w2 - e sm-1   + w3

If ne2 is large, but ne3 is small, then E(pn+X) c E(p^+X), where p°n+x( W) = Wk!\\ W\

and E(p°n + X) = {W: \W\ < 1}.

Proof. Let S = { W: \ W\ = 1}. Then it is sufficient to prove that

Pn+\iW, a, e'7^/") > 1    for any WES. (1)

For convenience, we shall use polar coordinates and we write f(9, <j>) to denote p2+x

in polar form, with respect to an arbitrary point/»(cos 9 cos <j>, sin 9 cos </>, sin </>) on

S, where 0 < 9 < 2tt and -it/2 < <¡> < w/2. Clearly we have

/(0, <f>) = (1 + a2 - 2a sin <i>) Ë ( 1 +   e2 - 2e cos <> cosiö - —]   ].   (2)

By taking the logarithm on both sides of (2) and observing the basic equality

log(l + x) = x — x2/2 + 0(x3), where x is small, we obtain

log/(0, <i>) = log(l + a2 - 2a sin </>) + ne2 - 2e cos <f> j? cos( #- )
fc-i      V »   /

-2e2 cos2 <¡> 2 cos2(ö - — ) + «0(e3). (3)

By using the basic formulas of trigonometric sums, we have

2 cos^ = 0,     S sin^ = 0,    for; = 1, 2.
*_i « fc-l M

This yields

t?H*-^)-° - m»-*)-f     (4)
By substituting (4) into (3), we get

log/(0, </>) = log(l + a2 - 2a sin <f>) + ne2 sin2 </> + nO(e3). (5)

The number nO(e3), by its very meaning must tend to zero, as e -^ 0. Clearly, if

-ir/2 < <£ < 0, then (1) follows from (5), i.e.

log/(0, <j>) > log(l + a2) + nO(e3) > 0,    as e -+ 0.

On the other hand, if 0 < <¡> < tt/2, we consider two cases: either sin <i> < a/3 or

sin <¡> > a/3. The first case gives

a2 - 2a sin </> > a2 - 2a2/3 = a2/3,

so that

logf(0, <j>) > log(l + a2/3) + nO(e3) > 0,    as e -» 0.
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And the last case yields

log/(0, </>) > log(l - a)2 + ne2a2/9 + nO(e3) > 0,   as e -»0,

provided

n>[9(l+21og(l/(l-a)))/(e2a2)].

Thus by first choosing e > 0 sufficiently small and then choosing n such that ne2 is

large, but ne3 is small, we conclude that log/(0, <j>) > 0. This yields (1) and the

proof is complete.
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